An important task in volume rendering is the visualization of boundaries between materials. This is typically accomplished using transfer functions that increase opacity based on a voxel's value and gradient. Lighting also plays a crucial role in illustrating surfaces. In this paper we present a multi-dimensional transfer function method for enhancing surfaces, not through the variation of opacity, but through the modification of surface shading. The technique uses a lighting transfer function that takes into account the distribution of values along a material boundary and features a novel interface for visualizing and specifying these transfer functions. With our method, the user is given a means of visualizing boundaries without modifying opacity, allowing opacity to be used for illustrating the thickness of homogeneous materials through the absorption of light.
INTRODUCTION
Much of the expressiveness of direct volume rendering comes from the transfer function, which refers to the mapping between data values and visual attributes used for rendering. The ability to control this mapping allows a scientist to add emphasis to those materials of interest, while removing those materials that could obscure or detract from the visualization. Often, it is desirable to enhance the boundaries between materials in a volume, and methods have been developed which extend the number of transfer function inputs to include neighboring voxel's characteristics. These methods have used the extended domain of the transfer function to more easily specify the opacity of material boundaries. The appearance of a surface however, is not only a function of the material color and opacity, but also the reflection of light. Lighting plays a critically important role in illustrating surfaces; in particular, lighting variations provide visual cues regarding surface orientation.
Most research in the use of higher dimensional transfer functions has focussed on the specification of color and opacity, despite the fact that transfer functions can be used for specifying of any of a number of optical properties [6] including surface illumination. In this paper, we present a novel method for specifying the appearance of surface illumination using a higher-dimensional transfer function, with an input domain consisting of samples read along the gradient direction. The technique provides users with precise control over how lighting is used to illustrate the different material boundaries in a volume. In addition, we discuss a novel visual interface for specifying lighting transfer functions that is designed to improve the user's intuition as to where material transitions occur with respect to scalar value.
In the real world, lit surfaces are typically seen where there is a transition between transparent and opaque material, such as a solid object in air. However, lit surfaces can also appear at the boundary between two similarly transparent materials such as at the boundary between glass and air. Our method allows the user to position lighting at surfaces independent of the opacity at a surface. This can be contrasted with previously developed methods that enhance the appearance of surfaces through the manipulation of opacity. By avoiding the use of opacity for illustrating surfaces, opacity-based attenuation can be reserved for indicating material thickness and depth. Furthermore, our method can be used to illustrate the surfaces of materials of extremely low opacity through lighting. The use of such low opacity permits underlying material to be less obscured by light absorption. An example of an engine rendered with our technique is shown in Figure 1 (d) .
In this paper we also describe how the method can be used to give a high degree of control over the lighting of near-homogeneous materials in both pre-and post-filtered data space. We discuss how our technique can make use of a hybrid between pre-filtered and postfiltered gradient calculations, and how it is able to take advantage of the favorable attributes of both methods. Finally, we describe an efficient hardware implementation.
Our method takes advantage of lighting characteristics that are not accounted for in the conventional model used in direct volume rendering, namely, the variation of surface reflectivity independent of opacity. Our method was not designed with the goal of creating physically realistic images, but to incorporate additional lighting principals in a manner that can be easily controlled by the user to enhance the appearance of those materials of most interest.
BACKGROUND
The seminal works of Levoy [12] and Drebin et al. [2] describe methods for the direct volume rendering of scientific data. Although sharing many similarities, these two works have several subtle but important differences with regard to how shading is performed. Levoy argues one of the key features of direct volume rendering is that unlike polygon isosurface rendering, shading can be performed independent of classification. He makes use of the Phong shading model with normals computed directly from the gradient of the scalar field using central differences. In scientific visualization, direct volume rendering illumination is typically performed in this manner. Levoy also describes the enhancement of boundary surfaces by making them more opaque depending on the magnitude of the gradient vector.
Drebin et al. [2] map voxel scalar values to density values that are computed as a result of classification, but are separate from opacity. In contrast to the method described by Levoy, the normals used for lighting are computed from the gradient of scalar values after applying the density table lookup. Thus they make use of post-classified gradients rather than pre-classified gradients. Further, they describe the modulation of lighting based on gradient, which has the effect of not illuminating homogeneous materials in post-classified data space.
The computation of gradients from the derived density volume as described by Drebin et al. has the advantage of more closely following the physical interaction of light in a volume density, but requires the recomputing of gradients when the classification function is changed. The computation of gradients prior to classification, on the other hand, yields normal directions that are more closely tied to the original data, and are not influenced by potential errors in classification. Furthermore, these normals can be generated in a preprocessing step, and do not need to be recomputed if the classification function is changed. The fact that these gradients do not necessarily match the densities used during rendering, however, can yield normals that are oriented in directions contrary to the densities used during rendering, particularly when regions of high data value are mapped to low opacity.
The particle models used in volume rendering make the assumption that a volume consists of a distribution of small, fully opaque, particles of varying densities. Max [14] provides an in-depth tutorial on this model and its assumptions. The alpha (opacity) term used in the volume rendering can be thought of as the probability that a photon collides with a particle for some unit depth. This explains the α and (1 − α) terms in the discrete back-to-front volume rendering compositing relation
where C out is the color of the ray leaving a sample location, C in is the color entering the sample location, C is the color of the sample location, and α is that sample's opacity.
When a ray is cast through a volume, some portion of light α collides with particles, yielding color from scattering. The remaining light (1 − α) continues through the volume, revealing additional material. The fact that alpha appears in both terms of this equation is a direct consequence of using a model that only accounts for fully opaque particles. This restricts how opacity modifies the appearance of material in volume visualization. For example, increasing the opacity at a material's surface to increase surface visibility might have the undesirable effect of also obscuring the material behind it. Furthermore, increasing the opacity at a material's boundary is often not physically valid. A large class of transparent or semitransparent materials such as glass and water have visible surfaces, not because their surfaces are opaque, but because of the increased reflectivity at their material boundaries. Surface reflectivity results from a variation in the index of refraction as approximated by the Fresnel equations. A variation in the index refraction, although related to material density, can occur independent of a variation in light obstruction.
Enhancing opacity at material boundaries is analogous to rendering frosted glass. And while it can provide a powerful means of viewing surfaces, it also limits how opacity can be used. The method we present uses a second two-dimensional lighting transfer function to decouple the specification of the light emitted at a sample location through scattering from the occlusion of light from further materials through absorption.
RELATED WORK
Kindlmann and Durkin [7] describe joint 2D scalar/gradient magnitude histograms for the semi-automatic specification of transfer functions that enhance surface opacity based on scalar value and gradient magnitude. In a later work, Kniss et al. [9] present a widget-based interface for the intuitive specification of higherdimensional opacity/color transfer functions and describe how these higher-dimensional transfer functions can be implemented efficiently in graphics hardware. They also describe the rendering of shadows by accumulating attenuated light in an off-screen rendering buffer. They avoid the shading of homogeneous material using scalar gradient magnitude. Our work differs from theirs in that their work focused on giving users a high degree of control over opacity, with efficient conventional lighting. Our work focuses exclusively on giving users expressive control over lighting, with a new user interface geared for specifying the shading for different material boundaries.
Much work has been done on using more sophisticated volumetric lighting models for more realistic rendering of natural phenomena [1, 5, 13, 18, 4, 15] . In addition, some work has been done in applying more realistic models for visualizations. Krueger [11] applies transport theory to volume rendering using a simulation of particles that have various lighting interactions with a data set. Rodgman and Chen [17] allow for transfer functions that include index of refraction to model the effect of the bending of light due to refraction. Noordmans et al. [16] model spectral changes in the color of light as it interacts with material and allow for chromatic opacity, rather than a single scalar alpha. Kniss et al. [10] use graphics hardware to efficiently generate highly realistic renderings that model the effects of volumetric shadows, forward scattering, and chromatic attenuation. In contrast, the primary goal of our work is not to create more realistic images, but to provide control over the use lighting to generate imagery better suited for illustrating the specific structures of interest to scientists.
Kindlmann and Weinstein [8] use illumination as a means of illustrating tensor fields. In addition to the use of color and opacity transfer functions, they describe the idea of using lit-tensors to indicate the type and orientation of anisotropy. Hauser et al [3] describe a multi-level volume rendering method that simultaneously uses different rendering techniques, such as direct volume rendering and maximum intensity projection, to illustrate different objects in volumetric data set.
LIGHTING TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
The higher-dimensional transfer function user interface described by Kniss et al. [9] uses transfer function widgets shown above a joint 2D scalar value/gradient magnitude histogram. This type of 2D histogram for the engine data set in Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2(a) with the horizontal axis used for scalar value and the vertical value for gradient magnitude. The low gradient groupings correspond to different homogeneous regions in the volume. As described by Kindlmann and Durkin [7] , the arches between these groups are the boundaries between the different materials in a volume. In our work, we would like to give the user the ability to enhance the boundary between any pair of materials, which corresponds to an arch on this joint 2D histogram. This is difficult since the arches intersect, a phenomenon that occurs frequently in the regions of low gradient above homogeneous regions on the 2D histogram.
Kindlmann and Durkin use the second derivative along the gradient direction to further disambiguate boundaries since an idealized boundary has a high gradient and zero second derivative. The accuracy of the calculated second derivative, however, is highly susceptible to noise. Furthermore, the combined scalar value, gradient magnitude, and second derivative along the gradient direction do not provide a direct means of distinguishing the different types of material boundaries in a volume. With this in mind, we make use of a lighting transfer function that takes into account data values perpendicular to a possible surface at a sample, which is accomplished by sampling points along a sample's normalized gradient direction. As illustrated in Figure 3 , for each sample two additional scalar values are used: one in the direction of the gradient and one in the opposite direction. The results are three samples perpendicular to the direction of a possible boundary surface. The center sample is used with a 1D scalar transfer function for the assignment of material color and opacity. The two samples along the gradient, above and below, are used as input to a two-dimensional lighting transfer function for the assignment of ambient, specular and diffuse lighting coefficients.
With shading, the color of a rendered sample can be expressed as
where I a , I d , and I s are the ambient, diffuse, and specular illumination of that sample. When a transfer function colormap is used along with the Phong shading model, this can be expanded to
where S is the sample's scalar value, ColorTF() is the transfer function colormap lookup table, N is the normalized gradient direction, L is the light direction, R is the reflected light direction, n is a specular "shininess" exponent, and k a , k d and k s are the ambient, diffuse, and specular lighting coefficients respectively. With our lighting transfer function method, the lighting coefficients are replaced with lookup tables that are functions of the two scalar values, S 1 and S 2 , read along the gradient direction. The color of a rendered sample therefore becomes
where LTF k a (), LTF k d () and LTF k s () are lookup tables for the ambient, diffuse and specular lighting coefficients respectively. The two samples read along the gradient direction are well-suited inputs for our lighting transfer functions since they provide an indication of whether a material boundary occurs at a given sample and which materials exist on each side of that boundary. For example, if the two samples have the same value, then the center sample position is likely to be in a homogeneous region. Furthermore, if the scalar values above and below the current sample belong to two different materials, then the sample is likely at a material boundary. Intuition as to why this approach works can be gained by further considering the nature of the 2D histogram material boundary arches described by Kindlmann and Weinstein. In their work, they define material boundaries as the finitely thin transitional regions between homogeneous materials and explain that due to the band-limited nature of most data acquisition systems, a reconstructed volume will always contain a degree of blurring. They demonstrate that if a volume is reconstructed with a Gaussian reconstruction kernel, the transitions between idealized homogeneous regions have highest gradient values at the center of the boundary transition and diminish to zero moving away from the boundary. They illustrate this is true in practice with a variety of data sets that have 2D joint scalar/gradient magnitude histograms containing distinct arches between scalar values corresponding to homogeneous regions. For a boundary between two materials, an arch starts with reduced gradient magnitude in a homogeneous region, increases to a higher gradient magnitude between the two materials, and then recedes moving toward the other homogeneous region.
Rather than relying on scalar value and gradient to identify material boundary transitions, our method uses two scalar values read on both sides of a rendered sample along the gradient direction. This provides a more direct means of selecting the various boundaries in a volume by essentially following the arches and reading the homogeneous scalar values on both sides of a material boundary. Consider the case where the two supplemental scalar samples are separated by a distance greater than the thickness of a material boundary. In this case, if the gradient direction is perpendicular to the material boundary, the scalar value pair will have the same values throughout a material boundary, with their values equal to the scalar values on each side of the boundary. By following the gradient direction, this method is able to read from within the adjacent homogeneous regions for the classification of these transitions. The technique is sensitive to the thickness of a material boundary. Since the scalar value pairs are read during rendering time, the distance between sample pairs is a parameter that can be adjusted depending on the amount of blur present in a volume. For the data sets used in our work, we found reading a distance of one voxel in each direction to be sufficient.
User Interface
Displaying a histogram of a transfer function's domain can provide insight into the structures found in the volume and make transfer function specification more intuitive. Unfortunately, plotting the scalar values pairs read along the gradient direction yields the rather un-intuitive 2D histogram shown in Figure 2(b) . Interpreting this histogram is made more difficult by the fact that both the vertical and horizontal axis correspond to the same type of data, namely scalar value. This can be contrasted with a scalar/gradient magnitude histogram which plots two distinctly different properties. The band along the diagonal corresponds to homogeneous material, while vertical deviations illustrate boundaries. The fact that this vertical deviation is not perpendicular to the diagonal axis makes it difficult to get a sense for the strength of this deviation. Adding to the confusion, deviation in both the vertical and horizontal directions corresponds to increases in scalar value.
Recall that we would like to construct 2D transfer functions that allow the user to specify lighting for boundaries between materials. We would thus like to display the 2D histogram in a manner that makes the boundary relationships between materials immediately visible. To accomplish this, we have developed a method for displaying these 2D histograms using lines rather than the conventional point primitives. As shown in Figure 2 (c), our line-based histogram makes use of two parallel axis for the two scalar values. The bottom axis corresponds to the scalar value read in the gradient direction, and increases from left to right. The top axis is used to plot the scalar sampled opposite to the gradient direction. For each pair of values in the 2D histogram a line is drawn from the top to the bottom axis with an intensity that increases with the number of such transitions in the data set. The resulting histogram gives an intuitive means of understanding the material boundaries found in a volume. Dense vertical lines represent homogeneous regions in a volume, while diagonal lines illustrate the boundaries between two materials. The start and end of these lines indicate the scalar values of the different materials at that boundary. Specifying the lighting transfer function then becomes the task of assigning lighting coefficients to the different lines in a volume. We accomplish this using pairs of 1D transfer function widgets for the two axes. As shown in Figure 4 the user specifies a reflectivity distribution for both the source of the lines at the top, and the des- tination of the lines at the bottom. The user also assigns ambient, diffuse, and specular terms for each widget that the transfer function will be multiplied by. As illustrated in Figure 5 , for each pair of transfer function widgets, the product of one of the 1D transfer functions with the transpose of the other yields a separable 2D lighting transfer function. The sum of several of these 2D transfer functions yields the final 2D transfer function used for rendering, which is not separable. This user interface gives a high degree control over how lighting is used to illustrate a volume and is independent of opacity as shown in Figure 6 . The user can illustrate the surface between any pair of materials using lighting by selecting that material diagonal pair using this transfer function interface. Similarly, the user is given control over the lighting of near-homogeneous regions in the volume. Kniss et al. [9] attenuate surface lighting of regions that are homogeneous with respect to the original scalar data based on the gradient magnitude of that scalar data. Drebin et al. [2] attenuate surface lighting based on the gradient magnitude of post-classified density. With our technique, the user can quickly specify a lighting transfer function that attenuates using either measure of homogeneity. By not selecting vertical lines in the lighting transfer function, the user can attenuate surface lighting of homogeneous material in data space. By not specifying lines that link regions with similar opacity, attenuation of lighting based on post-classification can be performed. It should be emphasized that the main power of our technique lies not in its control over attenuating light in homogeneous regions, but rather in its use in enhancing lighting at those key boundaries of interest. These boundaries can even occur at subtle variations in scalar values that are near homogeneous in both scalar and classified data space.
Hardware Implementation
We implemented our technique in graphics hardware using viewaligned textured polygons [19] . The additional rendering computation is implemented using a fragment program. During rendering, each sample's scalar value and gradient are read. The gradient is normalized, and the pair of additional scalar values along the gradient direction are read. The center scalar value is used for a conventional opacity/color transfer function lookup, while the scalar value pair read along the gradient are used as texture indices into the 2D lighting transfer function. These lighting coefficients are used to modulate specular and diffuse lighting read from an environment map.
The fact that our method uses lighting to illustrate highly translucent material requires slight modifications to accommodate higher dynamic range lighting. Specifically, since the surfaces rendered with our method do not have enhanced opacity, it is often necessary that the alpha multiplied RGB color at a surface sample exceed its alpha value. The unmodulated color for a voxel must therefore be larger than one, the intensity often treated as brightest for hardware implementations. A light scaling factor that can be larger than one is therefore passed to the fragment program that modulates all light intensities. Compositing RGB colors larger than alpha also requires alpha modulation of the source color to be done in the fragment program rather than in the framebuffer blending stage. It is physically valid to composite colors that are brighter than the alpha value. Reflective water and flames are two physical phenomena that can reflect or emit large amounts despite their low absorption.
As discussed previously, gradient directions used for lighting are typically computed from the unclassified scalar data and not postclassified density as described by Drebin et al. [2] . Pre-classified gradients are more closely tied with the original data and can be precomputed but can result in directions that point opposite to the classified opacity distribution. We use the additional scalar values read along the gradient direction to implement a hybrid between the two techniques. First, the gradients of the original scalar field are precomputed. The two additional scalar values are read along this linearly interpolated normalized direction. Then, based on the sign of the difference between the post-classified sample densities, the direction of that gradient is adaptively flipped to point in the direction of maximum variation in post-classified density. This difference is precomputed and stored in the alpha channel of the same 2D lookup table used for the lighting transfer function. The gradient directions computed with this method are not equivalent to postclassified gradients since pre-classified and post-classified gradients are rarely parallel. Figure 7 (a) shows a tooth rendered with standard pre-classified gradients and single-sided lighting. The dentin structure is not lit since it is a region of relatively low scalar value, resulting in normals oriented inward. In Figure 7 (b) the same normals are used with two-sided lighting. The dentin is properly lit, but some back-facing surfaces are lit as well, as indicated by the arrow. In Figure 7 (c) single-sided lighting is used with our hybrid gradient computation technique. The dentin is lit with normals that have been flipped away from its surfaces, while the back-facing surfaces are not lit.
RESULTS
We experimented with our method using a wide variety of volumetric data sets generated from both measurement and numerical simulation. Figure 1 contains images generated from a CT scan of an engine. Notice in Figure 1 (a) that with uniform opacity and the absence of lighting in the brown region, very few of the inner structures are visible. With the addition of lighting in Figure 1 (b) the surface structures become more visible, but the erratic variations of lighting in near homogeneous regions make these boundaries more difficult to see. By increasing the opacity at these boundaries and reducing the opacity in the homogeneous regions in Figure 1(c) , the boundary surface are clearly visible. However, the sense of material thickness from the uniform absorption of light in homogeneous regions is lost. Our lighting transfer function technique is illustrated in Figure 1(d) , which uses the same opacity and color transfer function as (a) and (b). Notice how lighting is used to selectively enhance boundary surfaces of interest, while uniform opacity is used to illustrate material thickness.
In Figure 8 an electron probability distribution of a protein molecule is shown. In Figure 8 (a) lighting is not used. The blue and yellow regions have the same uniform opacity, which allows Figure 7 : A hybrid between pre-classified and post-classified gradients is used to avoid the need for two-sided lighting. On the left, the dentin structure is not lit since its gradient direction is oriented toward its surface. The middle images was rendered with two-sided lighting which illuminates the dentin structure, but also lights back facing surfaces as indicated by the arrow. On the right, our hybrid normal-computation technique is used.
opacity attenuation to give a strong indication of the amount of material within the various structures. The absence of lighting makes it difficult to get a sense for the shape of the actual structures. The uniform application of shading in Figure 8 (b) aids slightly in showing structure orientations, but is at time unclear from the uniform shading of homogeneous regions. In Figure 8 (c) the use of opacity modulation at select density transitions communicates the shape of the spatial structures but loses many of the cues from opacity occlusion in thick regions. In (d) the volume is rendered with a lighting transfer function that illustrates several density transitions with lighting, while opacity is used to show depth-based occlusion. In particular, notice how lighting is used to make the boundary between blue and yellow material visible despite the uniform opacity at that transition. This boundary has been placed at a region of homogeneous opacity and relatively homogeneous scalar value.
The left image of Figure 9 shows the use of opacity to illustrate a surface in a simulated vortex flow data set. The right rendering was generated using lighting transfer functions. Notice that since opacity is not modulated at the surface, the thickness of the pink material is made evident by the amount it occludes material behind it. Figure 10 shows how lighting transfer functions can be used to illustrate surfaces independent of opacity with a data set consisting of a simulation of fuel injection into a combustion chamber. On the left, the green surface is fully opaque and clearly visible. On the right, the green region is rendered with extremely low opacity, but the shape of the boundary remains visible through the use of lighting. The low opacity of the green regions makes the underlying orange structure clearly visible. The middle image shows the volume rendered with intermediate opacity.
There are approximately twice as many texture reads required for our method compared to traditional opacity-based transfer function volume rendering methods. With an Nvidia Geforce 6800 graphics card rendering a 256×256×256 volume to a 512×512 buffer with rendered sample spacing distance equal to that of the original volume, rendering occurs at approximately 7.3 frames per second versus 13.5 frames per second with uniform lighting. The frame rate is sufficient to allow interactive exploration of the rendering parameter space for the quick specification of a lighting transfer function to highlight boundaries of interest. The left image of the vortex uses opacity to illustrate a surface. The right rendering was generated using lighting transfer functions. Notice that since opacity is not modulated at the surface, the thickness of the pink material is made evident by the amount it occludes material behind it.
DISCUSSION
This paper presents a method for the manipulation of surface lighting parameters to enhance material boundaries of interest. The manipulation of surface shading at arbitrary scalar value transitions is physically justifiable by the fact that reflections can exist at surfaces with homogeneous opacity or density because of variations in the index of refraction. However, the method can enhance the lighting at surfaces in a manner that is not physically realistic. We believe this is not a limitation of the work. Much of scientific visualization is far from photorealistic. For example, the assignment of color and opacity to a temperature or velocity field departs far from realism, but meets the goals of scientific visualization: the creation of imagery that helps illustrate scientific phenomena. Similarly, we believe the utility of the method we have developed lies not in necessarily being more physically valid, but rather in giving scientists the freedom to enhance lighting in a manner that gives greater control over the appearance of material boundaries.
As is the case with all methods that make use of gradients in direct volume rendering, our method depends on the ability to compute gradients in a volume with reasonable accuracy. Our method is thus less effective for volumes with a high amount of noise. The use of a higher-order smoothened gradient estimation mask, such as a Sobel Filter, helps in the presence of noise, but has the tradeoff of potentially blurring the appearance of fine features of interest. Our method is also less effective in near homogenous regions where gradient directions are not well defined. In these near homogenous regions, however, the scalar values read along the estimated gradients tend to still fall within the same region yielding scalar values similar to those which would be read if the gradients were well defined.
Much like other higher dimensional transfer function methods, our technique can add high frequency color variations that result in integration artifacts during rendering. Rather than color varying as a function of one variable (scalar value), the composited color varies as a result of the two additional scalar values read along the gradient direction. In practice we found that with some over sampling and the use of smoothly varying lighting transfer functions, artifacts from integration errors were not objectionable.
Our method shares a number of similarities to the use of scalar value/gradient magnitude pairs for transfer function specification. If one considers that gradient magnitude provides a measurement of how a scalar field varies at a point, then adding and subtracting this derivative from a scalar value sample provide an estimate of the values that would be acquired by sampling unit spacing along the gradient direction. The accuracy of this estimation depends on the degree that the scalar field varies linearly at that point, with material boundaries often having scalar fields that behave the least linearly. Our method, on the other hand, is able to take into account the actual distribution of scalar values along a material boundary directly and is thus better suited to deal with non-linear variations in scalar values at material transitions. The trade-off of using this information is the additional computation of performing these added scalar value reads.
FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION
In our current implementation we only use the scalar value pair read along the gradient direction for 2D lighting transfer functions. The center value could also be used as input for a three-dimensional lighting transfer function. Using this third variable could add significant complexity to the user interface and require additional texture storage for a 3D transfer function. We would like to investigate the use of this additional variable while avoiding these potential limitations.
The focus of this work is to use lighting to illustrate surfaces rather than opacity. The modulation of opacity can also provide a helpful means of illustrating semitransparent shapes. A future area of study is how the multi-sample transfer function method presented here could be used not only for lighting, but also opacity. The right of Figure 11 shows a preliminary result we obtained by applying our method for material classification to assign color and opacity. In this example, the branches have a higher density than the leaves, while the leaves have a higher density than air. Because of inherent blur in the acquisition of the data set, the regions surrounding the branches have the same density as the leaves. With the use of a conventional 1D transfer function, shown on the left, the regions surrounding the branches are misclassified as leaves, resulting in a moss-like appearance. By using a sample's scalar value, Figure 11 : The regions surrounding the branches have the same intensity as the leaves and are incorrectly classified using a conventional transfer function resulting in a layer of green surrounding the branches as shown on the left. The right image shows the result of applying our multi-sample transfer function method for the specification of color and opacity. Notice that the voxels at transitions between wood and air are now classified as air or wood, and are no longer green. and the two scalars read along the gradient direction as the domain of a 3D transfer function, a transfer function can be specified that takes into account the values on each side of a material boundary to properly segment the leaves from the regions surrounding the branches.
A major strength of the user interface presented in this paper is its simplicity. The user can see the different material boundaries that occur in the volume by looking at the line-based histogram, and can add illumination to a boundary by selecting scalar values that occur on each side of that boundary. The simplicity of this interface yields some limitations. With the interface we describe, each material boundary is selected using a 2D transfer function that is separable. Although an arbitrary transfer function can be constructed by combining multiple sets of widgets, it would be desirable to have a more direct means of providing this flexibility. In particular, one might want to enhance lighting based on the magnitude of the difference between the two scalar samples, which would not be possible using a separable transfer function. Providing a high degree of control over the construction of the transfer function, while maintaining the level of intuitiveness available with our current user interface, remains an important but difficult problem deserving future study.
Traditional transfer function methods use opacity to enhance material boundaries of interest. This paper describes a method that instead gives a high degree of control over illumination to illustrate surfaces, allowing opacity to be reserved for indicating thickness and occlusion. A novel user interface for visualizing and specifying these lighting transfer functions has also been presented. It is our belief that the technique we have developed can be used for the creation of more visually expressive imagery, to better meet the needs of scientists.
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